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Abstract: Vision is that the most vital factor in human life. thus we'd like to avoid wasting our vision. that may 

be done by extracting retinal options. The membrane of human eyes that affects the membrane and retina 

construction in several ways in which. Latest technological advances within the image process helps to extract 

the attention diseases supported the study of feature extractions. In our projected system we tend to used four 

algorithms for extracting the feature extraction. The initial step is to capture the input retinal image exploitation 

digital anatomical structure camera. Consequent step is that the pre-processing stage, we tend to use improved 

median filter to get rid of the unwanted distortions or noises gift within the image. Future is that the feature 

extractions method that's dole out on the pre-processed retinal image. The four extractions are blood vessels, 

exudates, small aneurysms, and optic disk. The algorithms used are brandy edge detection, fuzzy cluster; 

morphological distance primarily based algorithmic rule and watershed algorithmic rule severally. Here the 

four options are nothing however the most diseases in eye. Supported the output results of those four extractions 

we discover the severity of the unwellness as gentle, moderate or severely affected. And eventually will do the 

treatment in early stage and that we can save our vision.  

Keywords: Improved median filter, fuzzy cluster, morphological distance primarily based algorithmic rule, 

Optic discs, watershed algorithmic rule, and eye diseases detection. 

 

I. Introduction 

Illness in membrane resulted from special diseases are determine by special pictures from membrane, 

that are obtained by exploitation optic imaging known as anatomical structure. The globe Health Organization 

(GHO) has calculated the amount of persons with eye diseases within the world would increase enormously 

from one hundred thirty five million in 1995 to three hundred million in 2025[6]. So as to scale back the 

unhealthy sound effects related to the process input image was pre-processed by a filter, and then the retinal 

anatomical structure image is assessed in to a few primary parts  

Like Red Channel (R), inexperienced Channel (G) and Blue Channel (B)[7]. The inexperienced 

channel is high reactive to the blood vessels. The improved median filter[1] is employed to get rid of salt and 

pepper sound from the image. Therefore the output is that the raised image a footing is associate degree sudden 

amendment within the brightness (gray scale level) of the pixels. 

The removal of blood vessels in membrane pictures is very important step in designation and medical 

aid of diabetic retina. For unhealthy persons the diameter of the blood vessels might disagree or otherwise 

there's a break for growth of latest vessels once connected with traditional person‟s blood vessels.[8] The blood 

vessels get enveloped for diabetic patients and it gets narrower for eye disease unhealthy patients. Exudates are 

one in every of the first signs of membrane unwellness, Automatic transude detection would be useful for 

diabetic retinopathy screening method. Along color and sharp edge options to find the exudates. The yellow 

objects are detected first and then objects within the image with terribly sharp edges are then found exploitation 

Kirsch‟s mask and alternative rotations of it on the inexperienced element. The mix of outcome of yellow 

objects with terribly sharp fringe is employed to work out the exudates. The Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) gathering 

could be a well-known cluster technique for image partition, several techniques are performed for exudates 

observation, and however they need to defect. Poor quality pictures have an effect on the separation results of 

bright and dark injury exploitation thresholding and exudates feature extraction. Microaneursyms the primary 

clinical abnormality to be noticed within the eye for diabetic retinopathy they're red lesions. Red lesions are the 

primary clinically evident injury indicating diabetic retinopathy. Therefore, their detection is significant for a 

pre-screening system [13]. The point is that the shining half within the traditional image that may be seen as 

polish, spherical or vertically storage device is that the region wherever blood vessels and optic nerve fiber enter 

to the membrane of human eyes. it's the shining a part of the conventional anatomical structure pictures. 

Observation of the optic disk (OD) is taken into account united of the vital part of study of digital colour retinal 

images [19],and in our proposed System watershed algorithm is used for the optic discs detection and hence the 

severity of the eye diseases is examined.  Based on the output results of these four extractions we find the 

severity of the disease as mild, moderate or severely affected. And finally we can do the treatment in early stage 

and we can save our vision. 
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II. Materials And Methods: 
  All the images used in this paper are acquire from the government hospital real time patients. There 

are 110 retinal colour fundus images with an range size of 400 × 600 x 3 pixels, along with the optic nerve 

coitus traced by two experts. 

 

III. Proposed System 
The proposed system consists of four stages. First stage is collecting the images of patients by fundus 

camera. This will be raw images and contains full of noise. This noise will be detected using filters. Second 

stage is pre-processing .Where improved median filter is used for the removal of error caused while taking of 

the image and to reduce the noise and third stage which is the extraction of features of eye Like blood vessel, 

Exudates, Microaneursyms and optic discs using image processing algorithms. They are kirsch edge detection 

algorithm, fuzzy clustering algorithm, morphological distance based algorithm and watershed algorithm 

respectively and finally fourth stage is comparison between blood sample results. The proposed system for 

detection of eye diseases is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 

I-STAGE:-Collecting real time patients images from the hospitals. These images are taken by fundus camera. 

This will be full of noise and raw images. That noise can be reduced in the second stage using filters 

 

II-STAGE:-The pre-processing step removes difference due to image gain, such as inhomogen. The 

illumination techniques such as morphological operations are try to the input image. The following session‟s  

the improved median filters are used in pre-processing stage in this paper. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Proposed System for eye diseases detection. 

 

IMPROVED MEDIAN FILTER  

To remove salt and pepper noise from the corrupted image with more algorithms is used. The output of 

all the filters are compared with improved median filter for the given input retinal images and  also compared 
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the performance of image with signal to nose quantitative relation additionally we tend to ended that our 

planned filter i.e improved median filter is giving best results compared to alternative filters. The algorithmic 

program is given below. 

Step 1: Contemplate a digital input complex body part image and pad it with zeros 

Step 2: Contemplate a 3X3 matrix 

Step 3: Type the matrix in ascending order and calculate v0, pmid, pmax and pmin 

Step4: pmin<p(x,y)<pmax and                        pmin>0, pmax<255  

If the condition is happy then it uncorrupted image, contemplate following 3X3 matrix and continue otherwise 

Step5:pmin<p(x,y)<pmax and 0<pmed<255 

 If the condition is happy the replace p(x,y) with pmid otherwise realize vd and replace Vdmax by p(x,y). 

 

IV. Stage-Blood Vessels Feature Extraction: 
The observation of blood vessels from the retinal pictures could be a tedious method. Kirsch 

algorithmic program is employed to find the blood vessels effectively have been planned. Authentic detection of 

blood vessels from membrane is associate main job in pc aided identification. Since the blood vessels area unit 

scattered in several directions, morphology process with multipath arranges components area unit to take away 

the vessel from the retinal pictures. 

In our planned algorithmic program, cider‟s model is employed for detective work the blood vessels 

from the retinal pictures. For  edge detection, the sting photos (i.e., detected edges) may be thought to be the 

house gradient. The cider gradient operator is chosen to extract the contour of the thing, the cider edge detection 

uses eight filters (i.e., eight masks for connected eight main directions) that area unit applied to given image to 

find edges. Except the outer row and also the outer column, each constituent and its eight neighbourhoods in a 

very given image area unit convolved with these eight templates, severally. Each constituent has eight outputs. 

Also, the most output of the eight templates is chosen to be the worth in given position. This can be outlined 

because the edge magnitude. The trail of edge is outlined by the connected mask .The final gradient is that the 

summation of the improved edges by considering all ways for RGB channel instead of any single channel 

solely. Here, various directional increased pictures area unit conferred. This feature extraction is compared with 

all the algorithms .finally our planned algorithmic program given correct results 

 

EXUDATES FEATURE EXTRACTION: 

Exudates area unit tiny yellow white patches with high margins and totally different shapes.  Exudates 

area unit one amongst the first occurring lesions. Exudates area unit collections of lipoid and macromolecule 

within the membrane. Usually they're bright, reflective, white or cream colour lesions. They show raised vessel 

permeableness and a connected risk of retinal oedema. They‟re a marker of fluid assortment within the 

membrane. Once they gift near the macula centre them kind sight threatening lesions. The cluster is a lot of 

natural than arduous cluster. It‟s wont to highlight salient regions, extracts relevant options and eventually it 

classifies those regions. 

 

FUZZY CLUSTER ALGORITHM: 

Fuzzy cluster is Associate in nursing overlapping cluster algorithmic program, wherever every purpose 

could belong to a lot of or 2 clusters with totally different degrees of membership. The options with shut 

similarity in a picture area unit classified into constant cluster. The similarity is outlined by the gap of the 

options vector to the cluster middle. Geometer distance is employed to live this distance Associate in Nursing 

the knowledge is going to be associated to an applicable membership price. The cluster middle is updated till the 

distinction between adjacent objective perform, is near zero or much but a predefined terribly tiny constant. To 

prevent that our algorithmic program gets treed in a minimal, the IFCM algorithmic program is initialized with 

the higher than quick FCM algorithm. Once the quick FCM is stopped, the IFCM algorithmic program stick 

with it with the values for the prototypes and membership values obtained from the quick FCM algorithmic 

program. The IFCM algorithmic program then iteratively updates it‟s priority likelihood, membership and 

centroids with these values. When the IFCM algorithmic program has converged, another defuzzification 

method takes place in order to convert the fuzzy segregation matrix to a crisp segregation matrix that is 

segmentation. Thus the IFCM algorithm is presented as follows: 

Step 1: Set the cluster centroids vi convert to the histogram of the image, 

Step 2: Compute the histogram  

Step 3: Compute the membership function 

Step 4: Compute the cluster centroids 

Step 5: Go to step 3 and repeat until convergence. 

Step 6: Compute the a priori probability with the obtained results of membership function and centroids. 

Step 7: Recomputed the membership function and cluster centroids and the probabilities. 
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Step 8: If the algorithm is convergent, go to step 9; otherwise, go to step 6. 

Step 9: Image distribution after defuzzification and then a region labelling procedure is performed. 

This feature extraction is compared with all the algorithms. Finally our proposed algorithm given correct results. 

 

MICROANERUSYMS FEATURE EXTRACTION: 

Microaneurysms on the retina appear as small red dots of maximum  size  to  be  less  than  the  

diameter  of  the major  optic  veins.  The  recognition  of microaneurysms  is essential  in  the  operation  of  

diabetic  retinopathy  grading, since it forms the basis of deciding whether an picture of a patient‟s  eye  should  

be  treated  healthy  or  not. Microaneurysms are small saccular  pocket  caused  by local  distension  of  

capillary  walls and  appear  as  small  red  dots.  Their walls are thin and rupture easily to cause haemorrhages. 

To detect visible micro aneurysms in retina using size and shape automated micro aneurysms detection and 

diabetic retinopathy grading and Hough transforms are present but the morphological distance based algorithm 

for Microaneursyms is efficient and the steps involved as shown below. 

Step 1: The pre-processing step filters the image, increases the contrast and performs a shading correction in 

order to balance the non-uniform illumination across the picture. The diameter-closing step is a mathematical 

morphological transformation that fills in all the black dots with diameters smaller than λ. 

Step 2: After performing such closing transformation, the grey-scale value of the filled-in dots is higher than in 

the increased pre processed image, while the vessels and other elements remain virtually unaffected. The black 

top-hat step uses size and shape criteria to isolate the black components contrasted against the background. 

Step 3:  The black hat transform is the result of the difference between the images obtained by the size closing 

and pre handling steps. The automated threshold step identifies all elements in the black top-hat picture that are 

possible μA candidates. 

 Step 4: Finally a K-nearest neighbours (k -NN) classifier is used for classification. It uses the Properties 

calculated for the candidates to find them as either true μA or false positives based on the learning set in the 

small database. The classifier acts like a human grader by taking into account factors such as size, contrast, 

circularity, grey-scale level and colour. Then the true microaneurysms are detected. 

 

OPTIC DISC EXTRACTION: 

The optic disk is the brightest part in the retina; The image is filtered in order to eliminate large gray 

level difference within the papillary region. The vessels are filled implementing a simple Closing operation. 

Classical Watershed transformation is register to the gradient to observe contours of the optic disc. The image is 

filtered in order to eliminate large gray level difference within the papillary region. The vessels are filled 

implementing a simple Closing operation. Pure Watershed transformation is applied to the gradient to observe 

contours of the optic discs. In this algorithm there are two steps:  

 

Step 1:  sorting the pixels w.r.t. increasing grey value, for unambiguous access to pixels at a certain grey level. 

Step 2: A flooding step, continuing level by level and ranging from the minima. The implementation uses a first 

in first out queue of components, that is, a _rst-in-_rst-out system on that the subsequent operations will be 

performed: _foadd(p; queue) adds component p at the top of the queue, chief financial officer remove(queue) 

returns and removes the erstwhile part of the queue,foinit(queue) initializes AN empty queue, and chief financial 

officer empty(queue) may be a check that returns true if the queue is evident and false otherwise. Flooding the 

graph employing a breadth-_rst rule as follows: 

Step 3: within the flooding step, all nodes with gray level h area unit erstwhile given the label mask. Then those 

nodes that have tagged neighbours from the previous iteration area unit inserted within the queue, and from 

these pixels geodesic inuence zones area unit propagated within the set of covert pixels. If a component is 

adjacent to 2 or additional di_erent basins, it's marked as a watershed node by the label wshed. If the component 

will solely be reached from nodes that have an equivalent label, the node is incorporate with the corresponding 

basin. Pixels that at the top still have the worth mask belong to a group of recent minima at level h, whose 

connected elements get a brand new label. As shown in [52], the time complexness of rule four.1 is linear within 

the range of pixels of the input image. 

 

V. Simulation And Result 
We implemented our proposed method using mat lab. The improved median filter is implemented for 

de noising of highly corrupted images and edge prevention. The kirsch edge detection algorithm works well for 

the images having clear distinguish between the foreground and background, since the retinal blood container 

can be considered as required foreground instruction for fundus images kirsch algorithm can be effectively 

register. The exudates. Exudates are one of the most necessary and primary factor of diabetic retinopathy and 

are responsible for hazy views and blindness fuzzy clustering algorithms is used for the extraction of exudates 

after this Microaneursyms are first clinical abnormality to be noticed in the eye. The red lesion is detected by the 
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morphological distance based algorithms. The bright portion of the fundus images is optic discs which is a 

round oval shape disk circular region .from all the images we can say that proposed algorithms are giving the 

better results than other algorithms. Based on the output results of these four extractions we find the severity of 

the disease as mild, moderate or severely affected. 

 

 
 

VI.  Conclusion 
Retinal images play vital role in several applications such as disease diagnosis and human 

identification. The segmented blood vessels can be used for diagnosis of diseases like diabetic, glaucoma and 

blind dot. In our proposed method the retinal image as the input to the improved median filter is applied for pre-

processing. The stimulation result shows that the improved median filter algorithm can do well with relationship 

between the effects of noise reduction and time complexity of algorithm, the kirsch edge detection algorithm can 

set and reset the threshold to obtain the most applicable edge of the image for the retaining the image details 

better. Fuzzy clustering is more natural and used to climax salient regions, extracts relevant features ie, Exudates 

which are the Small yellow white patches with sharp margins and different architecture which will not only 

detects the diabetes but also the early stage of the diabetes ie, non-poliferative diabetic 

retinopathy,microaneursyms may appear in isolation or in clusters as tiny, dark red dots or looking like tiny 

haemorrhages within the light sensitive retina and are detected by the morphological distance based algorithm. 

The bright circular region from where the blood vessels arise is called the optic disk. Feature the exact 

geometric round shape of the optic is gone irregular due to diabetes which is detected by the watershed 

algorithm to determine the stage of the diabetes. The simulation results show that the studied method can be 

applied to different types of image and provide very satisfying results .The conclusions of both segmentation 

and enhancement steps show that our method effectively detects the thin blood vessels, Exudates, 

microaneurysms and optic discs. 

 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

This  work  determines  the  presence  of  Non proliferative  diabetic  retinopathy  in  a  patient   by  

trying  techniques  of   digital image  converting  on  fundus  images  taken  by   the  use  of   medical   image  

camera  by  a  medical personnel   in  the hospital .  In this work , we have  investigated and suggested  a 

computer based system  to  identify  normal  ,  Non-proliferative  diabetic  retinopathy. the kirsch‟s operator will 

distinguish the blood vessels but the output vessels detected is having more width than the initial blood vessels 
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so enhancement is required in this operator and the extraction of exudates by the use of fuzzy clustering method 

only the mild and balanced stage of the diabetes can be known and the third stage cannot be determine. After the 

Microaneursyms detection by the morphological distance based algorithm the third stage is determined. The 

most difficult problem of optic disc extraction is to locate the region of interest. Since the location of optical 

disc is treated as the landmark for the analysis and identification of eye disease and blood vessels in retinal 

images Even though by now some progress has been achieved there are still remaining challenges and directions 

for further research, such as removing different features and developing better classification algorithms and 

integration of classifiers to give better performance and reduce the classification errors. 
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